December 14, 2021

Via Email: ethanp@ipswichma.gov

Carolyn Britt, Chair
Planning Board
25 Green Street
Ipswich, MA 01938
Re:

55 Waldingfield,
Second Example of Misinterpretation of GFA Bylaw

Dear Chair Britt:
I respectfully bring to your attention the existence of a lean-to attached to the side of the Barn
(see photo attached) as another example of what I respectfully believe is a misinterpretation of
the proper application of the GFA calculation per the GEPD Bylaw (“Bylaw”)
You will note that Olsen Lewis has shown this as includable GFA for the first story of the Barn
(see attached first floor diagram) for both GFA calculations related to structures (a) built before
1996 and (b) of historic significance. I have noted on the attachment the location of the lean-to.
The Bylaw states, “For purposes of the GEPD Bylaw, floor area is defined as the aggregate
gross floor area of all floors within all principal and accessory buildings.” By any measure a
lean-to’s dirt floor is not found within the Barn. Nor, does the lean-to have four walls with
which to measure GFA.
I offer this second example of misinterpretation of the GFA calculations for the Planning Board’s
consideration. (The first example I offered up was the dirt floor underneath the Barn’s first floor
joists, what should not be included in the GFA calculation because it is not built, nor could be
considered within the barn, nor part of the built structure, nor does it have built walls from
which to measure GFA.) Simply put, a dirt floor at grade or below grade cannot be assumed to
be part of any built structure for the purposes of calculating GFA per the Bylaw.
Finally, other examples of overstating GFA per the Bylaw may exist, such as:
• Any structure, such as a relatively modern apartment, built after 12/31/1996, should be
excluded from the GFA calculations.
• Any cathedral ceiling space, as might exist in the Barn, cannot be included in the GFA as an
assumed fully built second story for the GFA calculations.
Thank you for your kind attention.
Bryan Townsend

